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1. INTRODUCTION
 w x.The concept of permanence or uniform persistence 4 has received
much attention in studying the long term survival of interacting species in
w xecology. See 5 for an extensive treatment of ordinary differential equa-
tion models.
In this paper we prove that a large class of periodic predator]prey type
systems is permanent. Our results, in the periodic case, improve those of
w xBurton and Hutson 2 and our proofs are simple and self-contained. It is
worth mentioning that these proofs were motivated by a paper by Ardito et
w xal. 1 . This work also partially improves an article by Lopez-Gomez et al.
w x6 .
Let us consider the system
x9 s xf t , x , y ; y9 s yg t , x , y , 1.1 .  .  .
where f , g : R = R2 “ R are continuous functions which are locallyq
 .Lipschitz continuous in x, y and T-periodic in the time t, for some T ) 0.
We also assume that the logistic equation
x9 s xf t , x , 0 1.2 .  .
has a positive global attractor. That is, U is a positive T-periodic solution
 .  .  .of 1.2 such that u t y U t “ 0 as t “ q‘ for any positive solution of
 . w x1.2 . See 2, 8, 9 for the existence of a such U. We prove the following
result.
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that:
 . w  .   . .xw  . x  .H f t, x, 0 y f t, U t , 0 U t y x ) 0 if x / U t .1
 .H There exists a positi¤e continuously differentiable T-periodic func-2
 .  .  .tion V: R “ R such that g t, 0, y V t - V 9 t for all y ) 0
 . T   . .H H g t, U t , 0 dt ) 0.3 0
 .Then, gi¤en R ) 1, there exists e ) 0 with the following property: If u, ¤R
 . w .is a positi¤e solution of 1.1 defined and bounded on 0, ‘ such that,
R ) lim sup u t ; R ) lim sup¤ t , 1.3 .  .  .
t“q‘ t“q‘
then,
lim inf u t ) e ; lim inf ¤ t ) e . 1.4 .  .  .R R
t“q‘ t“q‘
 .In particular, if each positive solution of 1.1 is defined and bounded on
w .an interval of the form t , ‘ then, under the assumptions of the above0
w xtheorem, the system is strong persistent 3 , while it is permanent if it is
dissipative.
In the autonomous case, we obtain the following result.
THEOREM 1.2. Let f , g : R2 “ R be locally Lipschitz continuous func-q
tions and suppose that:
 .  . .B There exists x ) 0 such that f x, 0 x y x - 0 if x / x .1 0 0 0
 .  .  .B g 0, y - 0 - g x , 0 for all y ) 0.2 0
Then, the assertion in Theorem 1.1 remains true for the system
x9 s xf x , y , y9 s yg x , y . 1.5 .  .  .
2. PROOFS
 .   .  ..  .By the change of variables j , h s xrU t , yrV t , System 1.1 be-
comes
j 9 s j F t , j , h ; h9 s hG t , j , h , .  .
 .   .  . .   . .where F t, j , h s f t, U t j , V t h y f t, U t , 0 and
G t , j , h s g t , U t j , V t h y V 9 t rV t . .  .  .  .  . .
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 . T  . T   . .Note that F t, 1, 0 ’ 0, H G t, 1, 0 dt s H g t, U t , 0 dt ) 0, and0 0
 .G t, 0, h - 0 if h ) 0. From this, we can assume that U ’ V ’ 1. Thus,
we suppose that,
 .  .F f t, 1, 0 ’ 0.1
 .  . .  .F f t, x, 0 1 y x ) 0 if x / 1. Here and henceforth, sg z de-2
notes the sign of the real number z.
 .  .G g t, 0, y - 0 for all y ) 0.1
 . T  .G H g t, 1, 0 dt ) 0.2 0
 . w .   ..Remark 2.1. a Let K ; 0, 1 resp., K ; 1, ‘ be a compact set. If
 .   . 4    .F holds, then inf f t, x, 0 : t g R, x g K ) 0 resp., sup f t, x, 0 : t g2
4 .R, x g K ) 0 .
 .  .   .  . 4b The function c x [ inf sg 1 y x f t, x, 0 : t g R ; x G 0; is lo-
cally Lipschitz continuous. To show this it suffices to prove that the same
 .   . w x4holds for the function f x [ inf f t, x, 0 : t g 0, T . To do this, let us
 .fix x G 0. Since f t, x, 0 is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to x0
w xand 0, T is compact, there exists L ) 0 and a neighborhood N of x in0
w . <  .  . < < < w x0, ‘ such that f t, x, 0 y f t, z, 0 F L x y z if x, z g N, and t g 0, T .
In particular,
< < w xf t , x , 0 y f t , z , 0 F L x y z ; x , z g N ; t g 0, T . .  .
w x  .  .Let us fix x, z g N and t# g 0, T such that c z s f t#, z , then
 .  .  . < <  .  . < <c x F f t#, x F f z q L x y z and hence, f z y f z F L x y z .
 .  . < <Analogously, f z y f x F L x y z and the proof is complete.
 .  .In the following, u, ¤ denotes a positive solution of 1.1 defined and
w .bounded on 0, ‘ and we fix t G 0 and R ) 1 such that0
u t F R , ¤ t F R for all t G t . 2.1 .  .  .0
 .  .Finally, we assume that conditions F ] G hold.1 2
 .Note that, by Remark 2.1, there exists h g 0, R such that0
w x w xf t , x , y ) 0 if x , y g 0, 1r2 = 0, h , 2.2 .  .  .0
 .  xand by G there exists j g 0, 1r2 such that1 0
w x w xg t , x , y - 0 if x , y g 0, j = h , R . 2.3 .  .  .0 0
From this it follows that there exists N ) 0 such that
w x w xf t , x , y G Ng t , x , y if x , y g 0, j = h , R . 2.4 .  .  .  .0 0
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We define
Nx s j h rR . .R 0 0
These notations are used throughout this section.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a sequence t “ q‘ such that u t ) jn n 0
for all n g N.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists t G t such that1 0
 .  .  .  .u t F j for all t G t . By 2.3 we have ¤ 9 t ) 0 if ¤ t s h and0 1 0
y1 . w .t G t , and hence ¤ h contains at most a point in t , ‘ . Thus, there1 0 1
 .exists t G t such that ¤ t / h if t ) t .2 1 0 2
 .   .Suppose that ¤ - h on t , ‘ and let a [ inf f t, x, y : t g R, x g0 2
w x w x4  .  .0, j , y g 0, h . Then, u9 G a u on t , ‘ and hence, u t “ ‘ as0 0 2
 .t “ ‘, since by 2.2 , a ) 0. This contradiction proves that ¤ ) h on0
 .t , ‘ .2
  . w x w x4Let yb s sup g t, x, y : t g R, x g 0, j , y g h , R . Then ¤ 9 F0 0
 .  .  .yb ¤ on t , ‘ and hence ¤ t “ 0 as t “ ‘, since by 2.3 , b ) 0. This2
 .contradicts the fact that ¤ ) h on t , ‘ , and the proof is complete.0 2
 .In the following, we fix t# G t such that u t# ) j .0 0
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. u t G x if t ) t#.R
  . 4Proof. Let us define A s t ) t# : u t - j and fix t ) t#. If t f A0
 .  .then, u t G j G x . Assume now that t g A and let s , s be the0 R 0 1
 .component of A containing this point. Note that u s s j , since s ) t#.0 0 0
Note also that, by Proposition 2.2, s - ‘.1
We consider the following three cases.
 .  .Case 1. ¤ ) h on s , s . By 2.4 , we have,0 0 1
w xu9ru G N¤ 9r¤ on s , s ,0 1
w xand integrating this relation over s , t we obtain0
N Nu t ru s G ¤ t r¤ s G h rR , .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
and the proof of this case is complete.
 .  . w xCase 2. ¤ - h in s , s . By 2.2 , u is increasing on s , s and hence,0 1 0 1
 .  .u t G u s s j G x .0 0 R
 .  .  .Case 3. ¤ s s h for some s g s , s . By 2.3 it follows that0 0 1
 .  .  .  .  .¤ t ) h on s , s and ¤ t - h on s , s . Note also that, u s s0 0 0 1 0
 . w xu s s j and hence, the restriction of u to s , s attains its minimum at1 0 0 1
 .  .  .  .a point t g s , s . From this, u9 t s 0 and by 2.2 , ¤ t ) h . Thus,0 1 0
 .t g s , s .0
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w xSince ¤ ) h on s , t , we can argue as in Case 1 to conclude that0 0
 .  .  .u t G x , and the proof is complete since u t G u t .R
w .In the following, c : 0, ‘ “ R denotes the locally Lipschitz continuous
 .  .  .function given in Remark 2.1 part b . Note that by F we have c 1 s 01
 .and by F and the definition of c ,2
0 - c x F sg 1 y x f t , x , 0 for all x / 1. 2.5 .  .  .  .
w xMoreover, since 0, R is compact, there exists M ) 0 such that
< < < <c x y c z F M x y z if x , z F R . 2.6 .  .  .
LEMMA 2.4. There exists K G M such that
c x g t , x , y q K sg 1 y x xf t , x , y G c x , .  .  .  .  .
 .if Ky F c x , x F x F R, 0 F y F R, and t g R.R
 .Proof. Let us fix constants C, L ) 0 such that g t, x, y G yC and
<  .  . <  . w x w xf t, x, y y f t, x, 0 F Ly for all t, x, y g X [ R = x , R = 0, R .R
  . 4  .Now take K s max M, 1 q C q RL rx and fix t, x, y g X such thatR
 .Ky F c x . Then,
K sg 1 y x xf t , x , y .  .
s k sg 1 y x x f t , x , y y f t , x , 0 q K sg 1 y x xf t , x , 0 .  .  .  .  .
G yKLxy q KxC x G yRLc x q Kx c x G 1 q C c x , .  .  .  .  .R
and the proof follows easily.
In the following, K denotes the number given by Lemma 2.4.
 .   ..Remark 2.5. Let I be a nontrivial interval such that K¤ t F c u t
 .  .  .for all t g I. Since ¤ t ) 0 and 2.5 holds, we have u t / 1 for all t g I,
  ..and hence, sg 1 y u t is constant on I.
w x  .   ..Let us fix x g x , R such that sg 1 y x s sg 1 y u t for t g I,0 R 0
then the function
 .u t
D t s ¤ t exp K sg 1 y s dsrc s , t g I , .  .  .  .H /x0
is well defined, and by Lemma 2.4,
c u t g t , u t , ¤ t q K sg 1 y u t u t f t , u t , ¤ t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
G c u t , t g I. . .
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w  .xOn the other hand cD9 s D gc q Kuf sg 1 y u and hence, D9 G D on I.
 .  .In particular, D t “ ‘ as t “ q‘ if I s s, ‘ for some s g R.
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. There exists a sequence s “ q‘ such that K¤ s )n n
  ..c u s for all n g N.n
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists t# G t# such that
K¤ t F c u t for all t G t#. 2.7 .  .  . .
 .  .By Remark 2.5, D t “ q‘ as t “ q‘, and hence u t “ 1 as t “ q‘.
 .  .From this and 2.7 , ¤ t “ 0 as t “ q‘.
 .  .  .  .Let 2 q be the average of g ., 1, 0 , then g t, 1, 0 s 2 q q A9 t rA t for
some positive number q and continuously differentiable T-periodic func-
  .  ..tion A: R “ R. Thus, there exists t ) t such that g t, u t , ¤ t G q q0
 .  .  .  .  .A9 t rA t for all t ) t and so ¤rA 9 G q ¤rA on t , ‘ . Consequently,
 .  .¤ t rA t “ q‘ as t “ q‘ and this contradiction ends the proof.
PROPOSITION 2.7. There exists t# G t# with the following property: if
 .   ..t ) t# then, either K¤ t G c u t or
 .u t
K¤ t G c z exp K sg s y 1 dsrc s .  .  .  .H /z
w x  .   ..for some z g x , R such that sg 1 y z s sg 1 y u t .R
 .Proof. By Proposition 2.6, we can fix t# G t# such that K¤ t# )
 .   .   ..4c t# . Define A s t ) t# : K¤ t - c u t and fix t ) t#. If t f A,
there is nothing to prove. Thus, we can assume that t g A.
 .Let s , s be a component of A containing t and let D be defined in0 1
 .this interval as in Remark 2.5. Then, D9 G D G 0 on s , s , and hence0 1
 .  .D t G D s . Thus,0
 .u t¤ t G ¤ s exp K sg s y 1 dsrc s , .  .  .  .H0  / .u s0
 .  .   ..and the proof follows easily by taking z s u s , since K¤ s s c u s .0 0 0
 .  .  z  ..  . w .LEMMA 2.8. a c z exp KH dsrc z G c x for all z g x , 1 .z R RR
 .  .  R  ..  .  xb c z exp KH dsrc s F c R for all z g 1, R .z
 .  .Proof. Let E z denote the left member in a . Since c is Lipschitz
w xcontinuous, there exists a null set N in 0, R such that c is differentiable
w x  . <  . <on 0, R _ N. Moreover, by 2.6 , c 9 z F M F K. From this, E is differ-
w x  . w  .x  z  ..entiable on 0, R _ N and E9 z s K q c 9 z exp KH dsrc s G 0 onxRw x0, R _ N.
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w xOn the other hand, E is Lipschitz continuous on x , x for all x gR
 . w x w .x , 1 and hence, E is increasing on x , x . So, E is increasing in x , 1R R R
 .  .  .and thus, E z G E x s c x .R R
 .  .The proof of b is similar to a .
 .  .THEOREM 2.9. Assume F ] G are satisfied. Then, the assertion in1 2
Theorem 1.1 holds.
 .Proof. Let 2 q be the average of g t, 1, 0 and let Q: R “ R be a
 .positive continuously differentiable T-periodic function such that g t, 1, 0
 .  .  4s 2 q q Q9 t rQ t . Since q ) 0, there exists 0 - d F min 1 y x , R y 1R
such that
g t , x , 0 G q q Q9 t rQ t if 1 y d F x F 1 q d . 2.8 .  .  .  .
Let us now fix a constant L ) 0 such that
< <g t , x , y y g t , x , 0 F Ly if 0 F x , y F R , 2.9 .  .  .
and define
w x w xC s min c x : x g 0, 1 y d , C s min c x : x g 1 q d , R , 4  4 .  .1 2
1yd
G s min C , C , c x exp yK dsrc s , .  .H1 2 R  /xR
R
c R exp yK dsrc s , .  .H 5 /1qd
 4y s min Q min GrK , qrL rmax Q . .  .R
 .We prove that lim sup ¤ t G y . To this end, let us consider thet “q‘ R
following cases.
 . <  . <Case I . There exists s# G t# such that u t y 1 F d for all t G
s#, where t# is given by Proposition 2.7.
 .  .In this case, by 2.8 ] 2.9 we have,
w x¤ 9 s ¤ g t , u , ¤ y g t , u , 0 q g t , u , 0 G ¤ yL¤ q q q Q9rQ , .  .  .
w .  .  .w x  .won s # , ‘ and so, ¤ rQ 9 G ¤ rQ q y L¤ G ¤rQ q y
 . .xL max Q ¤rQ in this interval. Consequently, ¤rQ is a supersolution of
the logistic equation
x9 s x q y L max Q x , .
w .  .  .  .on s#, ‘ , and so, lim inf ¤ t G q min Q rL max Q G G.t “q‘
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 . <  . <Case II . There exists a sequence s “ q‘ such that u s y 1 ) dn n
for all n g N.
<  . <In this case, we fix s# G t# such that u s# y 1 ) d and we define
 <  . < 4A s t ) s# : u t y 1 - d .
 .  .Let us fix t ) s#. If t f A then, either u t F 1 y d or u t G 1 q d .
 .In the first case, we use Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 2.8, part a , to
 .conclude that either K¤ t G C G G or1
 . 1ydu t
K¤ t G c x exp yK dsrc s G c x exp yK dsrc s .  .  .  .  .H HR R /  /x xR R
G G.
 .  .  .By a similar argument, we obtain K¤ t G Gif u t G 1 q d . Thus, ¤ t G
y .R
 .Assume now that t g A and let s , s be the component of A0 1
<  . <containing this point. We know that u s y 1 s d and that ¤rQ is a0
 .supersolution on s , s of the initial value problem0 1
z9 s z q y L max Q z , z s s ¤ s rQ s . .  .  .  .0 0 0
On the other hand, the constant
Y [ min ¤ s rQ s , qrLmax Q 4 .  .  .0 0 0
is a subsolution of this problem, and thus,
¤ t G Q t Y G min Q min ¤ s , qrL rmax Q . 4 .  .  .  .  .0 0
 .As above, we also obtain K¤ s G G, and the proof is complete.0
EXAMPLE. System
x9 s x 1 y xy 1 y x ; y9 s y 1 y xy x q xy y y .  .  .  .
satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1.2 but it is not permanent since
 . 2 4x, y g R : xy s 1 is a set of critical points of the system.q
3. THE NONPERIODIC CASE
In this section, f , g : R = R2 “ R denote continuous functions suchq
that:
 . 2A f , g are bounded on R = K for any compact subset K ; R .1 q
 . 2A For each compact subset K ; R there exists L ) 0 such that2 q
<  .  . < <  .  . < 5 5f t, p y f t, q , g t, p y g t, q F L p y q for all p, q g K and all
t g R.
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 .  .A The logistic equation 1.2 possesses a global attractor U such3
 .  . w xthat 0 - inf U F sup U - ‘. See Lemma 2.2 of 2 .
 . w  .   . .xw  . x 4A inf f t, x, 0 y f t, U t , 0 U t y x : t g R ) 0 for all x /4
1.
 . w x   . .A The lower average 8 of g ., U . , 0 is positive.5
 .A There exists a continuously differentiable function V: R “ R,6
 bounded above and below by positive constants, such that sup g t,
.  .  . 40, y V t y V 9 t : t g R - 0 for all y ) 0.
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. If A ] A hold, then the assertion in Theorem 1.11 6
remains true.
Proof. As in Section 2, we can assume that U ’ V ’ 1. On the other
 . w xhand, using A and Lemma 3 of 7 , we can find q ) 0 and a continu-5
ously differentiable function A: R “ R, bounded above and below by
positive constants, such that
g t , 1, 0 G 2 q q A9 t rA t . .  .  .
 .  .  .From this, there exists d ) 0 such that g t, x, y G q q A9 t rA t if
< <x y 1 F d , y F d , and t g R. The proof now follows as in Section 2.
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